THE CYANIDE PROCESS.
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8 or 10 charges in 24 hours. A press of standard size lias 50 chambers, each 40 inches square, and will hold !),()(H) Ibs. of dry slime. Two types are known as the a Chamber" and "'Frame'1 presses.1 In the former the plates are kept apart by flanges, and in the hitter by separate frames. The Dehnc press, belonging to the frame type, has been largely used in Western Australia. In this press (Fig. 170)2 there is a number of cast-iron plates, with a hollow frame between each two plates. Filter cloths are hung over the corrugated surface of each plate. Two kinds of plates are used, marked A and JB respectively in Fig. 170. The pulp is passed into the spaces within the frames, /*, between the two filter cloths, through which the solution passes. When the spaces are filled with pulp, wash liquor enters from the channel, fr, and is forced horizontally through both filter cloths and the pulp between them and passes out through d.
The Merrill prew:* ha.s corrugated plates and hollow frames, placed alternately as in the Dcline press. The slime pulp enters each frame through a feed channel at the top, B (Fig. 171). The solution or wash-water is drawn oil through the channels, (J. The distinguishing feature of the Merrill press is the removal of the slime cake by sluicing instead of by opening the press. The sluicing water under a pressure of 00 to 90 Ibs. per sq. inch is introduced through the pipe, H, which has a. sluicing no/yJe, I, •opposite the central plane of each frame. In Fig. 171, .1) is the partially sluiced slime, cake, K is the filter cloth, partially removed to show the corrugated filter plate, F, and (;* is a horseshoe clamp for holding the filter cloth against, the filter plate. The pipe, H, slowly rotates round its axis through an arc- of nearly 1HO", backwards and forwards, so as to direct, the. jet. of water in all directions inside (he pulp chamber. As flic rake is washed away by the jet, the mixture of slime-residue and water Hows into the channel underneath the sluicing pipe and through the out-let cocks to the waste conduit below.
There arc. two varieties of Merrill filters (1) the "* solid filling" press, in which the compartment is filled with slime rake and the wash-water passes through the whole, cake, as in the Delme press, and ("2) the cu partial filling " or "* centre, washing " press, in which filling is stopped when the cake consists of two equal port-ions; one of Mic.se adheres to the filter cloth on each side, with a vertical spare between them extending from the top to the bottom of the frames. The wash solution is then forced into the central spare, and passes through the rakes from the centre outwards.
The Merrill press is sometimes used as a treatment press, see below, p. 412.
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